Item 1
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

arnold wiesel <arnoldwiesel@yahoo.com>
Thursday, September 22, 2022 12:50 PM
Planning Mail Box
Rescind objection......

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

RE:
Application for Development Proposal
ITEM 1 - ADR22-023
APN - 299-072-38
OWNER/APPLICANT - CLARE ULRICH AND GRAHAM LUDLOW
Good afternoon Ms. Madeline Shute,
I Arnold Wiesel and Annette Wiesel rescind our objection to the applicant's proposed development.
Respectfully,
Arnold Wiesel
2139 Heather Ln.
Del Mar, Ca 92014
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Item 2

l a w O f f i c e s o f C. S a m u e l B l i c k
Land Use Lawyers - Est. 1984
Rancho Santa Fe Office

16915 Avenida de Acacias
Post Office Box 9477
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067
www.SamBlickLaw.com

Telephone (858) 395-1554
Facsimile (858) 225-0220
blicklawsd@gmail.com

________________________________________________________________________
Sent Via Electronic Transmission Only
< Jean Crutchfield <jcrutchfield@delmar.ca.us>
Please provide to the members of the Design Review Board

Red Dot Letter
September 25, 2022
City of Del Mar
Design Review Board
City Hall, City Council Chambers
1050 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014-2698
Design Review Board Meeting of September 28, 2022
Subject: Opposition by Neighbors to Project Approval
Item 2– New Construction of Residence
Site Location: 636 Rimini Development – APN: 300-143-24
Applicants / Owners: Brian and Elizabeth WILSON
Dear Members of the Design Review Board:
This firm represents Mr. and Mrs. Peter and Malea Smith, the owners of property at
1232 Crest Road, Del Mar, CA, which is located immediately east of the applicant’s
proposed project.
Consider Related Evidence and Correspondence
You may wish to reference the file for correspondence that this office sent you on
January 23, 2022, as many of the initial issues and grounds for objection have not been
addressed or remedied by this new submission of the applicant. [See Attachment]
At the risk of being redundant, this letter may restate some of those unresolved design
flaws.
Design Review Board – Opposition by Neighbor Statement
APN: 300-143-24 Location: 636 Rimini Road Owner/Applicant: Brian and Elizabeth Wilson Applicant

C. Samuel Blick
Attorney at Law

Also, relevant and worthy of your careful consideration, is the Red Dot letter of
September 22, 2022, authored by Malea Smith and sent to Jean Crutchfield, noting the
Subject Line of “636 Rimini Proposal Response.”
This correspondence from Malea Smith, which is included in your Staff Report, should
be afforded the most weight of any neighborhood or architectural communications, in
that Ms. Smith is the neighbor whose home is located directly east of the proposed
project.
Unnecessarily Obstructive, Bulky and Massive
Evidence in the form of a professional opinion letter from Architect Mark C. Morris,
NCARB, RA, was attached,1 clearly proving the unnecessarily offensive nature of this
poorly designed project, which is seriously in conflict with the purposes and provisions
of the Del Mar Municipal Code.2
Even the photographs submitted by the applicant, and certainly those provided by City
Staff in their Report, convincingly prove that the excessive bulk of the project design, as
well as the massive second story, is incompatible with the neighborhood and even the
applicant’s own residential needs.
Proposed Project is Designed for Maximum Commercial Profit, not reasonable,
permitted Residential Uses.
Review of the now revised project plans continues to illustrate clearly that the design
contemplates a commercial resale of the house, once constructed, rather than a
reasonable use by the applicant’s family and friends.
The proposed second story, especially, persists in envisioning a newly created view, at
the expense of neighborhood view corridors, so as to create commercial value. All of
this design directly contradicts the purpose and intent of the Design Review
Ordinance,3 and all at the expense of the environmental quality and peaceful enjoyment
of adjacent neighbors.4

See Red Dot correspondence from Architect Mark Morris, Oasis Architecture & Design, Inc., 1015
Turquoise Street, Suite 2, San Diego, CA 92109.
2 Design Review Permit DRB21-012: Proposed construction of a new residential unit (DMMC Chapter
23.08.030).
3 The Design Review Ordinance (“DRO”) is Chapter 23.08 of the Del Mar Municipal Code (DMMC). See:
http://www.delmar.ca.us/DocumentCenter/Home/View/422
4 Purpose of Design Review in Del Mar Design Review… process also serves to maintain property values,
preserve the natural environment, protect primary scenic views, and ensure a high aesthetic quality for
the community. [emphasis added]
1

Design Review Board – Opposition by Neighbor Statement
APN: 300-143-24 Location: 636 Rimini Road Owner/Applicant: Brian and Elizabeth Wilson Applicant

C. Samuel Blick
Attorney at Law

We urge you to remember the purposes of the Design Review Ordinance as you
consider the applicant’s revised and poorly redesigned two-story project.
“The Design Review process also serves to maintain property values, preserve the
natural environment, protect primary scenic views, and ensure a high aesthetic quality
for the community.”5 [emphasis added]
The applicant’s story poles plainly show the unreasonable obstruction and potential
property value damages that would be imposed upon the Smith’s home on Crest Road.
Primary Objections of the DRB members remain Unaddressed, Unanswered and
Unresolved.
Although the applicant cites design changes that are purported to address the DRB
members’ concerns, the redesign completely ignores the interests of the Smiths and
makes no mention of the view obstruction issues that were raised by DRB members at
the last DRB hearing.
For example, the redesign only superficially responds to the DRB members’ following
objections:
1. The Board stressed that the project far exceeded the ‘bulk and mass and scale’ of
the neighboring homes, especially those located to the east of the proposed
second story construction. [See Malea Smith’s Red Dot letter].
2. The Board articulated that the siting of the upper level contributed to the
apparent height of the project, and the resulting creation of unreasonable ‘bulk
and mass,’ and that this “required a complete redesign and likely elimination
of the proposed second story.”
3. The Board expressed serious concern over the view blockage to the Smiths, as
well as the view obstructions imposed upon the entire neighborhood area
community.
Letter of Capitulation from Adam Birnbaum, on behalf of neighbors Sandra and
Bram Dijkstra
Please notice that this letter from Mr. Birnbaum is really more in the nature of
capitulation and resignation, than support.

The Design Review Ordinance (“DRO”) is Chapter 23.08 of the Del Mar Municipal Code (DMMC). See:
http://www.delmar.ca.us/DocumentCenter/Home/View/422
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Design Review Board – Opposition by Neighbor Statement
APN: 300-143-24 Location: 636 Rimini Road Owner/Applicant: Brian and Elizabeth Wilson Applicant

C. Samuel Blick
Attorney at Law

That is, he states in his letter’s conclusion that:
“Although the Dijkstras would have preferred a one-story residence, they acknowledge
that there are other two-story homes in the vicinity, and that Wilsons have a
reasonable desire to request one as well.” [See Red Dot Letter of AMB Planning Services,
September 12, 2022]
This is hardly a letter of ‘support’ in that it expresses clear opposition to the two-story
construction but then simply capitulates on the basis that there exists “other two-story
homes in the vicinity.”
First, the Dijkstras home is exposed to a far different perspective of the Blue Ocean
views, than that enjoyed by the Smiths;
Second, the Dijkstras received several concessions from the applicant that benefit them
alone, and not homeowners to the east or the Del Mar Community in general;
Third, it is well known to the Del Mar Community that the DRB members are not
legally or factually bound by a fictional precedent created by the existence of prior
existing, older two-story home designs, which may have never benefitted from modern
DRB review; and
Fourth, the DRB members have even recently denied the approval of applications
calling for two-story construction, even when the neighbors concede and adjacent
homes are two or even three-story. [See requirement of one-story construction at 429
Carolina Road, as well as other similar DRB decision requirements].
Summary:
For these reasons, and the testimony and evidence to be presented by Mr. and Mrs.
Smith and other neighbors at the forthcoming DRB hearing, we urge you to strictly
follow the intent of the Design Review Process and deny the Design Application for
the 636 Rimini Development – [APN: 300-143].
Sincerely,

/s/ C. Samuel Blick
C. Samuel Blick
Attorney at Law
Cc: Mr. Peter and Malea Smith
Mr. Mark Morris, Oasis Architecture & Design, Inc.,

Design Review Board – Opposition by Neighbor Statement
APN: 300-143-24 Location: 636 Rimini Road Owner/Applicant: Brian and Elizabeth Wilson Applicant

l a w O f f i c e s o f C. S a m u e l B l i c k
Land Use Lawyers - Est. 1984
Rancho Santa Fe Office

16915 Avenida de Acacias
Post Office Box 9477
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067
www.SamBlickLaw.com

Telephone (858) 395-1554
Facsimile (858) 225-0220
blicklawsd@gmail.com

________________________________________________________________________
Sent Via Electronic Transmission Only
Evan Langan <elangan@delmar.ca.us>
Please provide to the members of the Design Review Board

Red Dot Letter
January 23, 2022
City of Del Mar
Design Review Board
City Hall, City Council Chambers
1050 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014-2698
Design Review Board Meeting of January 26, 2022
Subject: Opposition by Neighbors to Project Approval
Item 2– New Construction of Residence
Site Location: 636 Rimini Development – APN: 300-143-24
Applicants / Owners: Brian and Elizabeth WILSON
Dear Members of the Design Review Board:
This firm represents Mr. and Mrs. Peter and Malea Smith, the owners of property at
1232 Crest Road, Del Mar, CA, which is located immediately east of the applicant’s
proposed project.
Negative Impact on Neighborhood1
Although several properties in the neighborhood would be negatively impacted by the
proposed project design, the Smiths’ property is most severely obstructed and
damaged.2
Building Scale: • Applicable Regulatory Conclusions: DMMC Sections 23.08.077 (C) • Applicable Design
Guidelines: Chapter 2, Sections D.1 (A and B)
2 See Correspondence of January 20,2022 addressed to DRB members C/O Evan Langan, PCity Planner
1

Design Review Board – Opposition by Neighbor Statement
APN: 300-143-24 Location: 636 Rimini Road Owner/Applicant: Brian and Elizabeth Wilson Applicant

C. Samuel Blick
Attorney at Law

Unnecessarily Obstructive, Bulky and Massive
Evidence in the form of a professional opinion letter from Architect Mark C. Morris,
NCARB, RA, is attached,3 clearly proving the unnecessarily offensive nature of this
poorly designed project, which is seriously in conflict with the purposes and provisions
of the Del Mar Municipal Code.4
Even the photographs submitted by the applicant, and certainly those provided by City
Staff in their Report, convincingly prove that the excessive bulk of the project design, as
well as the massive second story, is incompatible with the neighborhood and even the
applicant’s own residential needs.
Applicant has refused to fully cooperate with Neighbors
The applicant has submitted a letter asserting their full cooperation with the Smiths, but
when the Smith’s architect, Mark Morris, met with the developer’s architect, Mr.
Edinger, he was advised the applicants had directed him to not cooperate or release the
plans for review.5
While there has been some marginal cooperation, the applicants have not adhered to
the spirit or letter of the CPP and DRB Ordinance.6 We urge the DRB to advise the
applicants of their duty to work with the neighbors, who are most impacted by their
massive proposed project.
Proposed Project is Designed for Maximum Commercial Profit, not reasonable,
permitted Residential Uses.
Review of the project plans show clearly that the design contemplates a commercial
resale of the house, once constructed, rather than a reasonable use by the applicant’s
family and friends.
The proposed second story, especially, envisions a newly created view, at the expense
of neighborhood view corridors, so as to create commercial value. All of this design
directly contradicts the purpose and intent of the Design Review Ordinance,7 and all at
the expense of the environmental quality and peaceful enjoyment of adjacent
neighbors.8
See Red Dot correspondence from Architect Mark Morris, Oasis Architecture & Design, Inc., 1015
Turquoise Street, Suite 2, San Diego, CA 92109.
4 Design Review Permit DRB21-012: Proposed construction of a new residential unit (DMMC Chapter
23.08.030).
5 See attachment of email thread between Architects Morris and Edinger
6 See Red Dot correspondence from Architect Mark Morris, Oasis Architecture & Design, Inc., 1015
Turquoise Street, Suite 2, San Diego, CA 92109.
7 The Design Review Ordinance (“DRO”) is Chapter 23.08 of the Del Mar Municipal Code (DMMC). See:
http://www.delmar.ca.us/DocumentCenter/Home/View/422
8 Purpose of Design Review in Del Mar Design Review… process also serves to maintain property values,
preserve the natural environment, protect primary scenic views, and ensure a high aesthetic quality for
the community. [emphasis added]
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Design Review Board – Opposition by Neighbor Statement
APN: 300-143-24 Location: 636 Rimini Road Owner/Applicant: Brian and Elizabeth Wilson Applicant

C. Samuel Blick
Attorney at Law

It is critical to remember and emphasize the purposes of the Design Review Ordinance
as you consider the applicant’s proposed project.
“The Design Review process also serves to maintain property values, preserve the
natural environment, protect primary scenic views, and ensure a high aesthetic quality
for the community.”9 [emphasis added]
The applicant’s story poles plainly show the unreasonable obstruction and potential
property value damages that would be imposed upon the Smith’s home on Crest Road.
Summary:
For these reasons, and the testimony and evidence to be presented by Mr. and Mrs.
Smith and other neighbors at the forthcoming DRB hearing, we urge you to strictly
follow the intent of the Design Review Process and deny the Design Application for
the 636 Rimini Development – [APN: 300-143].
Sincerely,

/s/ C. Samuel Blick
C. Samuel Blick
Attorney at Law
Cc: Mr. Peter and Malea Smith
Mr. Mark Morris, Oasis Architecture & Design, Inc.,
Mr. Everette Delano, Esq.

The Design Review Ordinance (“DRO”) is Chapter 23.08 of the Del Mar Municipal Code (DMMC). See:
http://www.delmar.ca.us/DocumentCenter/Home/View/422
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Design Review Board – Opposition by Neighbor Statement
APN: 300-143-24 Location: 636 Rimini Road Owner/Applicant: Brian and Elizabeth Wilson Applicant

Item 2

To: The Del Mar Design Review Board

September 22, 2022

RE: 636 Rimini Road Project
My wife Sheryl and I have lived in Del Mar at 1230 Crest Road, located Just to the
East of the Smith’s property, for almost 35 year. We have noticed that there have
been changes made to the proposed project in an attempt to satisfy the concerns
of the effected neighbors which is commendable. That being said, we still cannot
support the project due the replacement of a one structure with a two and by
some definitions two and a half story structure. The party most effected by this
project is the Smiths. The primary focus of their view, which their recent remodel
took advantage of, will no longer be the ocean, but the proposed house in front of
them. We don’t believe this should be allowed to happen in Del Mar.
The second item we would like to address is the Torrey pine on the South West
side of the property. One of the neighbors understandably would like to maintain
the tree as a screen, softening the view of the proposed structure. On the other
hand, this tree will block a substantial portion of our and the Smith’s primary
view. Our view blockage would be in excess of 35% of what remains of our view,
when the tree matures, which would be in violation of Design Guidelines B.1 VIEW PRESERVATION 3. …proposed development should not obstruct more than
0% - 20% of an existing private or public scenic view, depending on the amount
and quality of the view.
I would like to propose a potentially win/win solution. I was informed by the
Wilson’s project manager, Alex Stone, that the Wilsons arborist had proposed
regular thinning along with a complete lack of irrigation along the drip line of the
tree as a solution. This, I am told, would have the effect of not only creating a
much healthier more natural looking tree, as seen in the Torrey Pines Reserve,
but would also have the additional advantage of decreasing its ultimate height.
This lower height would help protect our view with the added advantage of
keeping the crown lower which would serve to keep the screening below the roof
level for the neighbor to the Southwest.

If this proposal is deemed to be advantageous to all effected parties, I would seek
the advice from the Design Review Board for a way to keep this solution in effect,
even if the property were to be sold.
Sincerely,

Greg and Sheryl Davis

PS: I will be listening by phone and would like to make a few comments when
appropriate during the meeting. Again by phone with no ability to video
conference.

Item 2
1250 Crest Road
Del Mar, CA 92014

Tuesday, September 27th, 2022

Design Review Board
City of Del Mar
1050 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014

Re: Item 2 for 28 September 2022 DRB Hearing; DRB21-012, CDP21-011, LC21-006

Dear Members of the Del Mar Design Review Board:
I wish to offer the following comments regarding the application for development at 636 Rimini Road. On
March 9th, 2021, I attended the CPP Meeting #2, as noted in my Red Dot letter to this Board on 25 January 2022.
First, a conflict remains concerning the Design Review Ordinance 23.08.077.H in our Municipal Code. The
neighbors directly to the east, the Smiths, will be impacted. As you are aware, a single violation of the
regulatory conclusions obliges the Board to refrain from granting approval.
Were a Board Member at this hearing to vote in favor of the application, I believe that such a position should be
accompanied by a clarification regarding: why there is not evidence of an “unreasonabl[e] encroach[ment]” to
the “primary scenic views” to the neighbor. One can imagine a Board Member taking the stance that while
there is indeed “encroachment,” it is not “unreasonabl[e].”
If making this judgment, please do not, on behalf of us all in the City who rely on this Board not only to resolve
single disputes, but also to uphold coherently and consistently the principles set out in the Community Plan and
these Design Review Ordinances, rely on circular reasoning when deciding that a clear impairment of a
neighbor’s scenic view is reasonable because it is not unreasonable. Rather, please articulate – as difficult as I
know it can be – the actual assumptions that led to such a decision. And, if that is not possible, perhaps the only
finding to make is that the applicant has continued to fail at proposing an appropriate solution to the scenic
view impact.
Second, given the above discussion, I wish to re-submit this opinion expressed in my previous Red Dot letter,
one that is now as relevant as it was in January:
“DRB Member Mrs. Gala Yayla should recuse herself from involvement in this deliberation and
vote. I can attest that she participated in the March 9th, 2021, CPP meeting and voiced a decidedly
strong preference for the project at that time. She thus pre-judged it in a public setting. In my
view, those are grounds for her recusal now that she has been given the responsibility to serve all
citizens of the City as a member of the DRB by deliberating on a strictly neutral basis.”
Thank you in advance for your consideration of my remarks, and respectfully submitted,

Jason Dempsey

Item 2
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bryce Dixon <brycedixon@gmail.com>
Wednesday, September 28, 2022 3:07 PM
Planning Mail Box
Item 2 for 28 September 2022 DRB Hearing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Del Mar Design Review Board:
I am writing again to voice my support for Brian and Liz Wilson's project (item 2). I thought the initial plan was up to
community standards but since then they have made several changes. The Wilsons have reduced the overall size of the
project by removing the subterranean garage and the swimming pool. They also plan to preserve the Torrey Pine tree on
the property. These changes show they are listening to neighbors and community members and compromising
to accommodate their desires. The Wilsons are thoughtful and proud members of the Del Mar community and these
changes to the project reflect that sentiment. Please approve the Wilsons' project. Thank you for your time
and consideration of this matter.
Sincerely,
Bryce Dixon
128 12th St, Del Mar, CA 92014
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Item 2
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chance Mims <cm@chancemims.com>
Tuesday, September 27, 2022 7:02 PM
Planning Mail Box
Item 2 for 28 September 2022 DRB Hearing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
We have reviewed the Wilson’s plans and support the project.
Best,
Mims Family

1

Item 2

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Malea Smith <maleasmith1@gmail.com>
Wednesday, September 28, 2022 1:03 PM
Jean Crutchfield
Sam Blick; Peter Smith
Re: Draft Red Dot for 636 Rimini

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Jean,
If there is still time would you be able to forward this to DRB members as a red dot.
This is regarding APPLICATION: DRB21-012/ CDP21-011/ LC21-006/636 Rimini Road.
Thank you,
Malea

On Sep 28, 2022, at 12:55 PM, Mark Morris <mark@oasis-ad.com> wrote:

Dear DRB Members,
I appreciate and value your volunteer efforts during this project review to
protect the Del Mar Community. This process makes the community so
desirable and a one of a kind place to live. I have served on a volunteer board
for six years and understand the value of your commitment.
The Smith’s have a wonderful home they enjoy which, as a team and a
community, we worked hard to remodel with the efforts and support of our
neighbors creating a harmonious place for all to live. It took great effort and
restraint to respect our neighbors rights by not building up into their view.
I feel very confident a one story home with a basement, such as the Smith’s
home, can be created on the property in question. The Smith’s were gracious
enough to offer my assistance in working with their architect to achieve these
goals. Unfortunately there team felt any solution that did not incorporate a
second level was not acceptable. I found it incomprehensible that rules that the
two properties above followed were not acceptable to them. This does not
seem to follow the efforts that the surrounding communities have put forth. As
a design professional I see no reason the neighbor’s objectives could not be
achieve in a one story over basement format.
Best Regards,
Mark C. Morris, RA, NCARB
Oasis Architecture & Design, Inc.
1015 Turquoise Street, Suite 2
San Diego, CA 92109
www.oasis-ad.com
(858) 273-5632

Item 2
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Porter <jcharles24@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:50 PM
Planning Mail Box
Item 2 for 28 September 2022 DRB hearing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
My name is Jennifer Porter and we live at 428 10th street. I’m writing in support for the Wilson Project located at 636
Rimini Rd.
They have spent time and professional fees to completely redesign the project to accommodate the needs of neighbors
and DRB. We feel that the new design is appropriate for the neighborhood so we support the project.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Porter
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Item 2
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shannahoff, David <dshannahoffkhalsa@ucsd.edu>
Tuesday, September 27, 2022 7:45 PM
Planning Mail Box
Item 2 for 28 September 2022 DRB Hearing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Committee Members,
I have lived on the Umatilla alley off Van Dyke near the Wilson’s residence now for over 10 years. I watched the construction of his
current house, built from the ground up, and it has been a GREAT contribution to our local neighborhood. I am also familiar with his
current plans, which are now much improved, and I believe he has also responded to all of requests from the last DRB review. He
has removed the subterranean garage and reduced the overall size of the house. He has kept the Torrey Pines tree and
eliminated the pool. Essentially, he has managed to do a complete redesign of the former plans. Their plans for the proposed
house will now be a much welcomed improvement on their street. The proposed house also fits well with the larger homes
surrounding it.

Sincerely,
David Shannahoff-Khalsa
507 1/2 Van Dyke
Del Mar, CA 92014
cell 858-740-0261
dsk@ucsd.edu

1

Item 2
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Shields <steve@transprop.com>
Tuesday, September 27, 2022 8:15 PM
Planning Mail Box
Item 2 for sept 28 DRB hearing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
As a neighbor at 562 Rimini Rd we would like to express our support for the proposed project at 636 Rimini Rd. We
believe that the applicant has addressed concerns adequately from the past DRB (I attended on video late that evening)
expressed concerns and suggest an approval without additional demands by the DRB.
I hope this is a favorable outcome for all parties based on the changes.

Steve Shields
562 Rimini Rd
858 204 0626
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Item 2

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Peter Smith <peterksmith.1029@gmail.com>
Tuesday, September 27, 2022 12:26 PM
Jean Crutchfield
Malea Smith; Sam Blick; Mark Morris
Red Dot 636 Rimini Rd Proposal

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Jean, Please add the message to the DRB members below to the red dots for the 636
Rimini Rd Proposal Discussion.

Thanks.

Pete

Dear DRB Members,

Thank you to all of you for your visits to our house, and for listening to our perspective on the
proposed plans and revisions over the last year and a half.

We understand you have a challenging job. Nonetheless, we urge you to reject the applicants'
proposal because it presents an undesirable and improper design, featuring increased height
and bulk and mass, all of which is inconsistent with the DRO.

In order for it to conform to the DRO and DRB precedent regarding the height of new
construction, the proposed project must remain a one-story structure and should not be
expanded and enlarged to form a two-story building.

Please consider the following points prior to tomorrow's meeting:

1. Our primary objections to the proposals have remained constant, although been

ignored by the applicant, with each revision. In fact, we raised these points at the time
the first set of story poles was erected in December of 2017, and the applicant has never
once addressed our concerns.
2. Based on the convincing written testimony of our architect, as well as the clear
provisions of the DRO, the second story is a violation of the DRO for the following
reasons:

Height: The second story is still the same height and has never been modified in all our
negotiations and the applicant’s redesign. The present design by the applicant still
remains so high that it will significantly occupy a large portion of our scenic view.

Placement: The location of the proposed second story continues to be an issue impacting
the very center of our scenic view. This design insures that the project will still be the "center of
attention" from our primary living space.

Bulk and mass: The slight shift from the set-back and the change in orientation helps,
but does not conform to the requirements of the DRO so as to mitigate the
impact sufficiently from the primary view. This design presents a harmful impact upon our
outdoor living space and general quality of life.

This is not new information to the applicant or the DRB members. We have consistently and
clearly provided this input at each formal and informal opportunity, with each revision to the
proposed plans.

2. The most recent revisions do not confirm to the spirit or intent of the DRO and DRB
precedent, and certainly do not address our primary concerns. While
the modest changes offered by the applicant are an improvement on the initial excessive
design, and we welcome them, they continue to present a project that will almost totally
obstruct our lovely and legitimate view corridor.

3. The applicants have not been fairly cooperative.

We first learned of the applicants' intentions to remodel and enlarge the project, not through a
conversation, but upon their erection of story poles. We were never made aware of the initial
CPP, and the applicants never offered us the courtesy of even a telephone call.

When we first raised our concerns in 2017, and met with their architects at the time, we were
told that a second story was a "must have" for the Wilsons, and to this day have not backed off
that hard, inflexible position.

To date, we are not aware that they or their architects have considered any other options. All
of the iterations submitted for DRB review have included a second story, with its peak in the
same location, which is directly in the center of our view corridor.

Whenever our architect met with the applicant’s architects to express our perspective, i.e.
functional and appropriate alternatives to a second story, his comments were ignored.

All of the interactions we have had to date with the applicant’s architect to discuss the
proposed plans have been box checking exercises, so they could say, "We met with the
Smiths." In each case we were shown plans that had already been submitted. It seems that our
response was solicited in order to better frame their rebuttal.

Clearly, this is not what is required by the DRO guidelines.

We urge you to apply the DRO in your deliberations of the proposed project, and require a
one-story project or reject the design entirely, based on the reasons highlighted above.

Item 2

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Malea Smith <maleasmith1@gmail.com>
Sunday, September 25, 2022 10:03 PM
Jean Crutchfield
Pete Smith
APPLICATION: DRB21-012/ CDP21-011/ LC21-006 located at 636 Rimini Road

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Jean,
I just had a look at the red dots on the agenda center and it looks as if some of the
attachments from my message were too big and cannot be seen properly. I have reduced
them in size in the message below. I also realized that I forgot to include our contact
information. Would you be able to replace my previous submittal with the one below. I am
hoping that this one will work better. Thank you!
Malea

Hello DRB Members,
This message is regarding APPLICATION: DRB21-012/ CDP21-011/ LC21-006 located at
636 Rimini Road
We again, would like to extend an offer inviting you to visit our home so that you can see
the full impact the proposed project will have on our property and everyday lives.
While the most recent proposal contains substantial modifications our primary concern - the
location, height and mass of the second story remains. It continues to be centrally located in
the view corridor from our primary living space and is unavoidably the focal point of that
view.
The applicant has clearly explored many options none of which, however, have considered
anything other than the inclusion of a second story. Thus far, all this exploration has
confirmed that this lot cannot support a second story anywhere on the site: to the South
there is protected tree, to the West it looms over Rimini Road and to the East and/or North it
sits directly in a neighbor's primary view corridor. Alternatives to a two story house are a
split-level or multi-level house or even a single story (with or without a fully exempt
basement). Why have the applicants not been asked to explore any of these options?
This proposal's scope of work completely demolishes the current residence on
site, excavates enough land to accommodate a fully subterranean 1675 sq. ft of living
area and then adds two floors on top of that. Starting from scratch as well as having
nearly 1700 exempt sq. ft. offers a lot of design flexibility.
If this proposal is approved as is it will have a significant negative impact on our everyday
lives. It already has for the past few years. Please do not approve this project as presented.
Here are my reasons for this request.

The DROs explicitly direct applicants to explore specific alternatives rather than placing
a structure directly in the center of an uphill neighbors primary view corridor.
The following text and visual are taken from page 2-20 of the DROs:
C.3 Guidelines on Hillside Development {state} that siting a new home uphill near an existing home can create
a silhouetting effect that can potentially obstruct the views currently enjoyed by an uphill home. To minimize
potential view impacts, developments should incorporate one or more of the following methods:
1. Tuck structures into hillsides.
2. Locate the structure on a lower portion(s) of a hillside lot
3 Terrace home using the slope. Use split level and multi-level plans on hillsides lot...
5. Perimeter fencing on hillsides properties should be visually open e.g., split rail, picket, post and cable, etc.)
in order to maximize views.
Note: Item 4 was omitted as it doesn’t apply to this building zone.

None of the afore mentioned methods are being utilized by the applicant. The profile of the
hillside should look something like the first image below, but instead looks like the second.

On page 2-5 and 2-6 the DROs address Good Neighbor Design Considerations and
View Preservation Design Guidelines - specifically, Municipal Code 23.08.007, the
proposed development unreasonably encroaches upon primary scenic views of neighboring
property. A visual is provided here as well.

The proposed structure falls under an example of what NOT to do.
The two images of 636 Rimini provided above offer a skewed perspective of the project's
impact from our property as it is very difficult to capture. The red arrow in the photograph on
the left is pointing to a person on the roof.
The man and story poles in actual size looks more like the below. And this is what the story
poles look like in person, but even these images cannot capture their impact correctly.

Again, please do not approve this project as is. I think there are alternatives that can still be
explored.
Malea Smith 858-822-8424
Pete Smith 858-997-4674
1232 Crest Road

Item 2
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Crutchfield
Thursday, September 22, 2022 4:58 PM
Madeline Shute
FW: 636 Rimini Proposal Response

From: Malea Smith <maleasmith1@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2022 4:55 PM
To: Jean Crutchfield <jcrutchfield@delmar.ca.us>
Subject: 636 Rimini Proposal Response
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Jean,
Please pass this along to DRB members as a red dot. Thank you.
Malea
Hello DRB Members,
We, again, would like to extend an offer inviting you to visit our home so that you can see the full impact
the proposed project will have on our property and everyday lives.
While the most recent proposal contains substantial modifications our primary concern - the location,
height and mass of the second story remains. It continues to be centrally located in the view corridor from
our primary living space and is unavoidably the focal point of that view.
The applicant has clearly explored many options none of which, however, have considered anything other
than the inclusion of a second story. Thus far, all this exploration has confirmed that this lot cannot
support a second story anywhere on the site: to the South there is protected tree, to the West it looms
over Rimini Road and to the East and/or North it sits directly in a neighbor's primary view
corridor. Alternatives to a two story house are a split-level or multi-level house or even a single story (with
or without a fully exempt basement). Why have the applicants not been asked to explore any of these
options?
This proposal's scope of work completely demolishes the current residence on site, excavates enough
land to accommodate a fully subterranean 1675 sq. ft of living area and then adds two floors on top of
that. Starting from scratch as well as having nearly 1700 exempt sq. ft. offers a lot of design
flexibility.
If this proposal is approved as is it will have a significant negative impact on our everyday lives. It already
has for the past few years. Please do not approve this project as presented. Here are my reasons for this
request.
The DROs explicitly direct applicants to explore specific alternatives rather than placing a structure
directly in the center of an uphill neighbors primary view corridor.
The following text and visual are taken from page 2-20 of the DROs:
1

C.3 Guidelines on Hillside Development {state} that siting a new home uphill near an existing home can create a silhouetting
effect that can potentially obstruct the views currently enjoyed by an uphill home. To minimize potential view
impacts, developments should incorporate one or more of the following methods:
1. Tuck structures into hillsides.
2. Locate the structure on a lower portion(s) of a hillside lot
3 Terrace home using the slope. Use split level and multi-level plans on hillsides lot...
5. Perimeter fencing on hillsides properties should be visually open e.g., split rail, picket, post and cable, etc.) in order
to maximize views.
Note: Item 4 was omitted as it doesn’t apply to this building zone.

None of the afore mentioned methods are being utilized by the applicant. The profile of the hillside should
look something like the first image below, but instead looks like the second.

2

3

On page 2-5 and 2-6 the DROs address Good Neighbor Design Considerations and View Preservation
Design Guidelines - specifically, Municipal Code 23.08.007, the proposed development unreasonably
encroaches upon primary scenic views of neighboring property. A visual is provided here as well.

4

5

The proposed structure falls under an example of what NOT to do.
The two images of 636 Rimini provided above offer a skewed perspective of the project's impact from our
property as it is very difficult to capture. The red arrow in the photograph on the left is pointing to a person
on the roof.
The man and story poles in actual size look more like the below. Even these images cannot capture the
impact correctly.

6

7

Again, please do not approve this project as is. I think there are alternatives that can still be explored.
Malea Smith
1232 Crest Road
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Item 2

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

ewilson002@gmail.com
Tuesday, September 27, 2022 8:56 AM
Jean Crutchfield; 'Alex Stone'; 'Brian Wilson'
bllmom@yahoo.com; Galayayla@gmail.com; grothnem@stratalliances.com;
tinareganthomas@gmail.com; warrengs@gmail.com; John Goodkind-DRB;
Amy Isackson
Item 2 - Image Submitted NOT Representative of Topography or Structures

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Jean,
Please note that an image submitted in objection to our project is not an actual depiction of the
geographical site, our proposed home, or the neighboring homes. An illustration from page 2-20 of the
Del Mar Design Guidelines was copied and edited (without regard to actual topography, elevations, or
scale), in order to support an assertion that our proposed home “clearly projects above
ridgeline”. There is not an elevated landform to the east of the Smith property like in the illustration,
but even if this ridgeline concept were applicable to the site, the edited image misrepresents the height
and elevation of our proposed second story.

The following image, created using Google Earth topography, finish floor elevations for the Smith home
(as listed on their civil plans), and elevations from our proposed plans, provides a more accurate and
relevant representation of the site and the relationship between the homes. As you know, we have

lowered the roof line of our proposed second story to actually sit below the finish floor height of the
Smiths’ primary living area. Our landscape plan provides screening, and a modest size tree or shrub on
the uphill property could provide an additional layer of screening if desired (as seen in the Design
Guidelines illustration above).

Thank you,
Sincerely,
Brian & Elizabeth Wilson

Item 2
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael Yanicelli <myanicelli@me.com>
Tuesday, September 27, 2022 6:14 PM
Planning Mail Box
Item 2 for 28 September 2022 DRB Hearing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To whom it may concern,
My name is Michael Yanicelli. I live at 539 15th Street. My family & I walk and use the culdesac on Rimini Rd frequently.
We have seen each of the past iterations for this proposed home. In fact, I was supportive of the previous version
presented to DRB. The applicant has responded favorably to the changes requested of them for each of the past
iterations. In this latest proposal, the applicant has complied with all requests from last DRB hearing, essentially
redesigning the home. Specifically, the applicant reduced the subterranean area, removed the pool, preserved a Torrey
Pine tree, and significantly reduced the size of the home. As a neighbor and a frequent user of this street, I am in full
support of the applicants proposal. I hope the DRB finally votes to approve this home.
Sincerely, Michael Yanicelli
Michael Yanicelli
858.382.9247
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Item 3
Jennifer Gavin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Neal Gobar <nealgobar@gmail.com>
Thursday, September 22, 2022 9:14 AM
Jennifer Gavin
Fwd: LOCATELLI home

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Neal Gobar <nealgobar@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Sep 22, 2022 at 9:09 AM
Subject: LOCATELLI home
To: Neal Gobar <nealgobar@gmail.com>, Tom Locatelli <tlocatelli@icscopiers.com>,
<jgavin@delmar.ca.usl>

City of Del Mar Design Review Board:
I am writing to youto request IMMEDIATE APPROVAL of the Locatelli project at 1921 Santa Fe Avenue. I
live directly
behind the new proposed home at 258 19 th St, and I am probably the most impacted by the project. I get my
electricity thru 50 year old conduit underground in an 8 foot easement along Locatelli south line which is to be
replaced along with replacing my 50 year old 100 amp service with a new 200 amp service for my ALL
ELECTRIC..... NO GAS home.... This change was approved by SDGE, property owners and sent OVER A
YEAR AGO to the cit;y along with their other requests for city approval.... This June... the old electric service
line in the easement on Locatelli property failed and expensive damage to my electric appliances and circuits
occurred.south and north side yards of their property. They have also agreed to have the lower one
story ADU component of the project to the rear of the property and closest to mine. Even though it is
closer to my property and in the traditional rear yard setback, it has allowed the taller elements to be
further away from my home. I do not think the home has been pushed too close to the street as it is
considerably further away from the street than adjacent home to the south, in line with the majority of
the homes on the east side of Santa Fe and much further away than all the homes on the west side.
In all this is a very good project. The City of Del Mar has forced us to implement the Citizens
Participation Program and we have all done so in good faith. We are appalled that the Design Review
board and City staff have rejected the conclusions we have arrived at together. All that is proposed is
conforming to the City Zoning requirements and the Design Review Guidelines.
I urge you please to approve this thoughtful project. nealgobar
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Item 3

Item 3
Jennifer Gavin
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jim Sneed <jsneed@bokalandsneed.com>
Wednesday, September 21, 2022 2:39 PM
Jennifer Gavin
Matt Bator; Khaled Naser; Paul Vaughan
FW: Locatelli
SKM_C25822082914400.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Can you please include correspondence and graphics submitted to substantiate our position to the Design Review Board
Members
From: Jim Sneed <jsneed@bokalandsneed.com>
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2022 2:48 PM
To: 'Jennifer Gavin' <jgavin@delmar.ca.us>
Cc: 'Matt Bator' <MBator@delmar.ca.us>; 'Robert Scott' <bob@rjsplanning.com>
Subject: Locatelli
Jennifer,
We have taken a look at the project and based the changes mostly on Glen Warren’s comments. We have come up with
some ideas to move the home further from the street:
1. Remove one foot of the bay window projection at the Master Bedroom
2. Take one foot out of the ADU Living room and adjacent patio area
3. Take one foot out of the ADU bedrooms
This would take the closest elements 3 feet further away from the street with the garage and the main part of house at
a 2 foot shift.
We think this is a substantial shift and places the closest part of the building at a 16-9” setback where 10’ is
required. This is more than a 50% increase to the front yard setback and it only occurs for a duration of 20 feet (of the
50 feet of frontage)
We think staff should look at the pattern of development for the entirety of the Santa Fe and not focus as much on 1923
Santa Fe. As pointed out by more than one DRB member, 1923 Santa Fe is more of an anomaly than an overriding factor
(3 times larger and twice as deep than most lots). We are not ignoring 1923 Santa Fe as we have relief to the massing
towards that neighbor.
We have been holding off Mr. Gobar, as he is upset that the taller aspects of the project are going to impact his
property. This adjustment should minimally affect him. Further adjustments would entail a total relook at the
positioning of everything and that would be a significant impact to him - not to mention all the easement negotiations
over the past two years.
We would like very much to make these changes today, have the poles moved and be able to present this at the
September meeting with some buy-in from staff.
With Unanimous neighborhood support,
Jim Sneed
858-481-8244
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Item 4
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tanya Young <tanyayoungart@gmail.com>
Tuesday, September 27, 2022 10:19 PM
Planning Mail Box
DRB Item #4, 810 Klish Way

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
TO:

DRB Members

FROM: Tanya Young
919 Klish Way
RE:

Letter of Support; Item # 4, 810 Klish Way

DATE: September 27, 2022
I am pleased to support Catherine and Glenn Evan’s remodel project at 810 Klish Way. I spoke to Cathy today about
what they will do. Their plan will enhance and update an already lovely home, an asset to our street and community.
With best wishes,
Tanya Young
TANYA YOUNG STUDIO
tanyayoungart@gmail.com
858.382.3636
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Ftanyayoungart.com%2F&amp;data=05%7C01%7
Cplanning%40delmar.ca.us%7C3c86cc825b834c59237108daa110fe67%7Ce57e47ceaae64f7392493b679aab1eb4%7C0%
7C0%7C637999391619191181%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1ha
WwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&amp;sdata=bP1pUs%2B9SBxFcIZxZAB%2BjOaHJixM1%2FY7B4L5hlyC%2FJc
%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Ftanyayoungscienceillustr
ation&amp;data=05%7C01%7Cplanning%40delmar.ca.us%7C3c86cc825b834c59237108daa110fe67%7Ce57e47ceaae64f
7392493b679aab1eb4%7C0%7C0%7C637999391619191181%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiL
CJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&amp;sdata=l%2BVRTBonlDNkthyq%2BDhIm4
5%2BILN6%2BFKMDJwaF0jL0qg%3D&amp;reserved=0
instagram: tanya_young_studio
twitter: @tanyayoungart
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Item 5
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ben Arena <ben.arena@gmail.com>
Monday, September 26, 2022 10:44 AM
Planning Mail Box
Comment on Proposed Project: APN 300-172-19-00

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
My name is Ben Arena, and I reside at 223 10th St with my partner, two year old daughter, and two month old son. Our
home is adjacent to the site of the proposed construction, sharing the fence to the east of the property along with our
neighbors at 221 10th St. We are very concerned about the proposed changes in the size of the structure at 931
Stratford Court. Our current view from our primary living space (living + dining room) consists of a pleasant view of the
ocean to the west and a partially obstructed view through the trees to the northwest. The story poles that have been up
at the site for the last year (and recently updated) reflect a significantly larger structure that will impede our views to the
west and northwest as well as remove the privacy from our home, as the proposed second level addition will look
directly into our primary living space.
I recognize the desire of the new owner to maximize their property, however, this proposal has significant negative
effects on the neighbors like ourselves and does not suit the neighborhood. We believe that this structure does not
meet with the Del Mar Municipal Code in that it will alter/reduce our primary views and devalue the property due to
loss of view and privacy.
Thank you,
Ben Arena
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Item 5
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phillip Cunningham <phillipc09@gmail.com>
Wednesday, September 21, 2022 9:27 AM
Planning Mail Box
Comment on Proposed Project: APN 300-172-19-00

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Good morning!
Hope this message finds you well. I'm planning to attend the zoom meeting regarding the proposed development at 931
Stratford Court but might not be able to attend. Regardless, I would like to submit a formal comment below:
"My name is Phillip Cunningham and I live in the 221 10th St residence directly behind or to the east of the proposed
construction. I'm concerned with the revised design as the proposal continues to raise the height of the structure to
eliminate my family's primary view of the ocean from our primary living area, the living room and the kitchen. My wife,
three-year-old daughter, and 7-month year old daughter and I enjoy this view every day from our kitchen table at
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The scenic views of the Pacific ocean from our primary living areas are a considerable
(honestly the sole) reason for why we live at this location versus another; as the committee and applicant can
appreciate, the economic value of the 221 property diminishes significantly without this primary view. I look forward to
a constructive dialog given that the proposal as re-submitted still does not conform with chapter 23.08 of
the Del Mar Charter and Municipal Code. Thank you for your time and consideration."
Best,
Phillip
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Item 5
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Edita Donnelly <edita.donnelly@gmail.com>
Tuesday, September 27, 2022 2:23 PM
Planning Mail Box
Sandi Lanzarotta Chan; ed505090@gmail.com
931 Stratford Court Board of Review 092822 Comment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Del Mar Review Board and Planning Department,
Thank you for the opportunity to let me comment on the proposed new
construction specifically on the second story.
I oppose the construction of the second story because the structure blocks the
ocean view of the Primary Living Areas of 221 and 223 10th street from the
first floor living rooms as shown in highlighted areas of the attached photos.
Thank you for your consideration.
Edita Donnelly
Owner 221, 223 10th Street
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Item 5

Item 5
Madeline Shute
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Camilla Rang <camillarang@yahoo.com>
Thursday, September 22, 2022 10:23 AM
Planning Mail Box
931 Stratford, Del Mar, item 5 on Sept 28 agenda, 2022

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear DRB,
I support demolishing the old house on 931 Stratford, but I do not support the design of
the planned house. I may be a little late for that, but the flagpoles make it look like it will
hover over its neighboring houses. Since it is an uphill lot, couldn´t it instead of going with
the highest point of the lot, flatten it out to go with street level? There is a new trend along
east Stratford to build up along the highest point of the lot, instead of the lower. It will take
all light and sky from the smaller, one story houses around them, not to mention the small
cottage across the street from the new house, which has been built according to the
traditional way, digging down and flatten out to the lower level of the lot.
Sincerely,
Camilla Rang
159 10th Street, Del Mar, CA 92014
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Item 5

DRB Letter
Date:
To:
Attn:

09/26/22
City of Del Mar – Planning Dept.
Jennifer Gavin

Job:

Sweeney, 931 Stratford Court

Re:

DRB letter of clarification - Landscaping

Dear DRB members,
I am adding this note as a clarification to a question raised by Ted Hillmann, the owner
of the duplex to the south of the project site. The Podocarpus plants (plant “P” on the
landscape plans) are intended to form a privacy hedge between the properties. The size
listed on the landscape plan (5’w x 8’h) is the approximate size when planted. This plant
can grow quickly and will be mature with a short time. The “Ice Blue” variety can grow
to a height of 15’-25’ and will be maintained between 12’ and 16’ to provide an
adequate privacy screen between the properties.
Please let me know if you have any specific questions.
Thank you!
Brian Church AIA

Item 5
Jennifer Gavin
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

brian@brianchurcharchitecture.com
Friday, September 23, 2022 4:04 PM
'Beth Levine'
Jennifer Gavin
Sweeney

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Beth,
As discussed onsite today, the plate heights listed on my title sheet are incorrect. They should be:
First floor:
9’-1”
Second Floor: 9’-1”
To clarify your question on the revisions made to accommodate views: after CPP meeting #2, the roof was lowered by
2’-0” and the second floor deck railing was lowered by 2’-1”.
Please let me know if you have any additional questions.
Thank you,
Brian Church AIA
Brian Church Architecture
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Item 5

DRB Letter
Date:
To:
Attn:

09/27/22
City of Del Mar – Planning Dept.
Jennifer Gavin

Job:

Sweeney, 931 Stratford Court

Re:

DRB letter of clarification – Fence (north)

Dear DRB members,
We had planned to replace the fence along the north property line. However, the
neighbor to the north just let me know that he built the fence between the two
properties and would like it to remain.
We will revise our site plan accordingly. It is still our plan to replace the fencing along
the south and east property lines.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you!

Brian Church AIA

cc: Sherri Hughes

Item 5
Jennifer Gavin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phillip Cunningham <phillipc09@gmail.com>
Wednesday, September 28, 2022 11:38 AM
Jennifer Gavin
Re: Comment on Proposed Project: APN 300-172-19-00

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Jennifer! Please find a photo ahead of tonight's meeting of the view obstruction. This is from our dining family will
sitting. I've zoom out of the photo and shown a laptop for scale.
Thank you very much! I think today a 5th member will be viewing in an hour.

On Fri, Sep 23, 2022 at 3:32 PM Phillip Cunningham <phillipc09@gmail.com> wrote:
Sure thing! 806-283-7204.
1

Item 5
Jennifer Gavin
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

sol hillmann <solgn3@sbcglobal.net>
Monday, September 26, 2022 2:40 PM
Jennifer Gavin
jgavin.planning@delmar.ca.us
Proposed Construction at 931 Stratford Ct, Del Mar

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

September 26, 2022

jgavin@delmar.ca.us
jgavin.planning@delmar.ca.us

RE: Proposed development plan for 931 Stratford Ct, Del Mar
Jennifer Gavin, City Del Mar
I am Ted Hillmann owner of the property at 919-921 Stratford Ct, Del Mar. I am
addressing the proposed development at 931 Stratford Ct, Del Mar. After reviewing the
current design plans for the proposed construction at 931 Stratford Ct, Del Mar, I note that
my concerns expressed during the CPP meetings with Brian Church remain completely
unaddressed.
Concern 1. The loss of privacy to my property by views from the 931 Stratford elevated
deck and the landing at the upstairs exit to the deck. I was told by Brian that a privacy
hedge could serve to address this issue.
The proposed landscape plan does nothing to mitigate the extensive loss of privacy to the
front yard, back yard, bedroom window. The proposed variety of podocarpus is a very
slow growing plant with stated maximum height and width of 8' x 5'.
To understand:
The base elevation of the proposed plantings is 2 feet below the base of the current 6'
boundary fence between my property and 931 Stratford Ct. The floor of the proposed deck
on the proposed construction 931 Stratford is well above the existing boundary fence top.
Hence, even at 8' maturity these plants would not serve any privacy purpose.
Concern 2. The continued and now increased danger to the integrity of the foundation of
my home.
1

I discussed the continued erosion of the bank between the properties 931 and 919
Stratford Ct. This bank is important support for my property and has been lost due to
repeated careless yard maintenance at 931 Stratford Ct - Careless plantings, re-plantings,
weeding removing soil, basins allowed to wash out.
I was told by Brian that some sort of partial retaining wall would serve to address this
problem. If the current design includes such protection, it should be more explicitly
indicated. The proposed 6 or 12 inch "retaining wall" far away from the property boundary
bank serves no protection.
Thank you for your consideration,
T. Hillmann
PO Box 2341, Del Mar, CA 92014
858-481-2016
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Item 5

TO:

Design Review Board

FROM:

Jennifer Gavin, Associate Planner

DATE:

September 28, 2022

RE:

Neighbor Story Pole Pictures- 221-223 10th Street

Attached are pictures from the staff site visit to the Primary Living Areas of 221 and 223 10th Street.
Per the Applicant’s story pole plan (Sheet SP1 of the plans) the pink flags show the structural outline
of the structure and the blue flags indicate eaves or railings.

1050 Cami no De l Mar, Del Mar, CA 92014-2698 .
Telephone : (8 58 ) 755-9313 . www .delmar.ca.us

Storypoles from 221-223 10th Street

Primary Living Area; 221 10th Street
View from window facing west:

View from doors facing west:

View from doors facing northwest:

Primary Living Area; 223 10th Street
Windows looking west

TO:

Design Review Board

FROM:

Jennifer Gavin, Associate Planner

DATE:

September 28, 2022

RE:

Suggested Edits to August DRB Minutes

Staff suggests the following language be added to the motion for Item 1 in the August DRB meeting
minutes indicated in red below:
IT WAS MOVED BY BOARD MEMBER ROTHNEM, SECONDED BY BOARD MEMBER YAYLA TO
APPROVE ITEM 1 WITH THE ADDED CONDITION OF A SUBCOMMITTEE TO DETERMINE GLASS
WINDOW CONFIGURATION ON SOUTH ELEVATION AND THE ASSOCIATED LIGHT TRESPASS AS
WELL AS THE ADDITION OF A 24” BOX TREE IN THE FRONT YARD TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT (VOTE 3-2-2, CHAIR GOODKIND AND VICE CHAIR THOMAS ABSENT).

1050 Cami no De l Mar, Del Mar, CA 92014-2698 .
Telephone : (8 58 ) 755-9313 . www .delmar.ca.us

